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It wou ld be no surprise if anthropologists working in the Indian part of the 
Himalayas would be caught glancing across the eastern border comparing 
jealously the flouri shing anthropological research on Nepal with the somehow 
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meagre efforts in their own region. Leaving aside any comments upon the 
quality of lhe scholarly approaches in both regions, it is quite obvious that there 
exist considerable Connal differences between the research on Nepal and that on 
the Indian Himalayas. Simply by nicking through the issues of the European 
Bulletin of Himalayan Research one easily can get the impression that Nepal is an 
area well-covered by diversified 81llhropological research (including c.g. 
linguistics. oral traditions. development studjes) undertaken by NepaJi and 
inte rnational scholars and which can claim to be at the summit of currcm 
theore tical debates as well. Nepal research has a strong institutional base 
nationally and internationally. interdisciplinary collaboration is encouraged, as is 
cooperation and inte llectual exchange between researchers. To sum up, 
anthropologica l research on Nepal has established an international and 
interdisciplinary discourse, which has developed a dynamic of its own. 

Without any doubt, research on the Nepal Himalayas owes much of its 
strength to lhe fact that Nepal is a (sovereign) state, the greatest part of which is 
located in the Himalayan mountains. AUracted by splendid landscapes and the 
world's highest mountain ranges - habitat of diverse ethnic groups -, Nepal 
assembles anthropologists from different parts of the world. All this does not 
apply to the Indian Himalayas, and especially not to Kumaon and Garhwal: in 
comparison to the plains of India, the mountain regions of the country are 
viewed as marginal - geographically and cuhurally. Amazingly, on the one 
hand, the Holy Himalaya is romantically and excessively praised as the abode of 
gods, as a place of pilgrimage and retreat; it is regarded as an arena for some of 
the most important cuhural and religious dramas of Indian history (preserved in 
the Mahabharata), as a storehouse of India's cultural heritage. On the other hand, 
the socia l sciences (anthropology, sociology), busy with deciphering the 
constitutive principles of "t."e" culture :md society of L,dia, have scarcely 
referred to the Himalayan hills. Characterized not only as geographically 
remote, the culture of this region was also perceived as backward and lacking the 
classical traits of the so-called Hindu tradition. 

The present anicJe foc usses on works that have been published recently, 
some being relevant in the context of current theoretical debates a~ well. But· 
additionally, in order to touch somehow on the history of research of the region, 
it seems appropriate to mention also a few earlier publications.1 

Systematic research focussing on the hill cu lture of the Indian Himalayas 
proceeded in conventional channels for a long time and did (does) not succeed in 
developing its own discourse. It began in the early sixties - the milestone being 
Gerald D. Berreman's monograph Hindus of (he Himalayas2 , which 
concentrates on Garhwal and which became a "classic" in Central Himalayan 
research. Berreman lays down the aims of his study in three points: 

"( I) To provide an ethnographic community study in an important and 
previously unreported culture area of India; (2) to analyze the fUllctioning 
and interrelationship of kin, caste, and community ties in a Hindu society 
known to be differently organized in some significant respects than those of 
the adjacent and well-known plains; and (3) to study the effects of recenl 
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governmental programs and olher outSide contacts on a relatively isolated 
and conservative Indian community" (1993:2). 

Referring 10 the prevalcnt anthropological discourses of the time, Berreman's 
research is located in the tradi tion of village studies, studies of social 
stratification (primarily caste and kinship), and stud ies of social dynanlics and 
change. He wanted to nurture these (up to then) rcgionally limited discourses by 
adding a new regional focus, which probably could provide new ins ights.l 

In the same years in which Berreman worked on his village study, R.D. 
Sanwal was preparing his Ph.D. thesis on caste and social stratificat ion in 
Kumaon (l976}4 . III this, Sanwa l combines hiStorical and anthropOlogical 
pcnipecl ives: 

"Th e study presemed here is of somewhat wider scope than the conventional 
anthropological fie ld study; it does not present a detailed descript ion of a 
village or any particular local community. Nor is it a historical study in the 
conventional sense of the term. What the study seeks to do is to idelltify a set 
of bas ic soc ial categories, and examine their mutual relations and the ways 
in which these relations (and the categories themselves) have been changing 
over time·· (1976:10). 

Sanwal, who for the first time gave a systematic, historically based account of 
caste structure and caste illleraction in the hills, did not receive great publicity 
(as did Berreman). but for scholars working on the Kumaoni society and cuhure 
his book became basic reading mauer.s 

In his book Sanwal tries to show that, in Kumaon, caste cannot be viewed 
merely in terms ef rimal crileria. but has to be seen ::'$ ::. syslem which is 
characterized "by the convergence of wea lth, political power and high rank " 
(l976:vi). In the first Chapter Sanwal traces the roolS of the social structu re of 
Kumaoni society - a structure which was sl ill extanl when the British conquered 
Kumaon - back 10 the early times of Chand Dynasty (from the 11 th century up to 
the time of the Gorkha invasion in 1790); in the next chapter he analyses the 
economic positions (landownership, occupation, economic exchange) of the basic 
status groups. Sanwal postulates that by the sixteenth CCnlury when Chand power 
was firm ly established in Kumaon, the status structure a lso received its final 
shape. It was characterized by a threefold hier,ltchy of politico-economically 
defi ned status groups: the Asa l- or ThuJ-JaIS (immigrants from the pla ins, 
holders of superior tenures, monopoly of bureaucracy), the KhosJ ('"indigenous" 
people . under-tenants, actual tillers or the land) and Lhe Dom (e~hnically 
different "indigenous" people6, mcnial tasks, devoid or land right s). But by 
considering ritual rank (varpa), one uncovers that it cuts across Ihis secular 
hie rarchy: 

·'(i) the Asa l - or Thul -jat, including the Asa l- or Bhal-Baman caste 
(consisting of the Ch authani and the Pachbiri sub-cas tes) and the 
Thak~r-Rajpu t or Ksheu ri caste: (H) thc Khasi including Lhe Pital i-, I-Iali- or 
Khasl-Baman and Ihe Khasi-J imdur (div ided into Ililee and !1llrOllll) castes: 
and (iii) the Dom" (I 976:27-28}. 
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As Sanwal points out, due to Ibis hierarch ical structure in which secular rank 
does not coincide with ritual rank it happens (a) that "Thul-jat as a whole rank 
higher than Khasi as a whole; consequently Thul-jat Rajput rank higher lhan 
Khasi Brahmin" (1976:2), and (b) that the Brahmins (the Chauthani) who are 
monopolizing political and administrative functions7 are enjoying highe r SlalUS 
than lhose (the Pachbiri) who hold priestly functions as purohil and pujlrf. 

After a painstaking analysis of political, military and economic functions of 
diffe~nt grou~s and sub.g~ups of, t!te Kumaoni soc.iaJ structure and analyzing 
mamage re latl~~s and SOCial mohlllty, Sanwal dedicates the final part of his 
book 10 the political changes the Gorlcha invasion and Bri tish rule have brought 
to Kumaon. 

Sanwal's theory of stratification has been criticized recemly by Charles W. 
Brown and Maheshwar p, Joshi (1 990), In their opinion, Sanwal's theoretical 
approach ~ontains some serious mistakes, the most important being that the caste 
structure IS treated as an expression of the principle of immigration, and that a 
too strict organ ization is postulated for Kumaoni society, whereas according to 
their own "more nuid model ", caste should be seen as a result of the 
transformati on of both , immigrants and indi genou s groups (l990:249). 
Furthermore, Chand rulers have been wrongly attributed to be the main 
architects of Kumaoni caste structure; even if they were "most decisive" , the 
structure itse lf has been "solidified" both by the Gorkha and the British rule 
(1990:246). The authors state: 

"In fact there does not exist any work other than that of Sanwal which has 
been carried out in a very systematic and scientific manner. However, the 
weakness of Sanwal lies in his over-reliance on the works of early Briti sh 
and Indian writers ( .. . ) who had invented history for the Kumaonis. By the 
time Sanwal carried out his field work , the local people had become so 
much history conscious that they gave a coloured vers ion of their 
community. Thus, certain things were accepted as historical facts" 
(1990:251). . 

A synthesis of Berreman's and Sanwal's approach was undertaken by Alien C. 
Fanger in his Ph.D. thesis (1980)8: 

"The primary inlegrating ~eme of this dissenation is that an understanding 
of synchronlc ethnographiC data can be enhanced when seen in the context 
of a diach.ronic an~ his torica~ perspective. It was apparent during my 
fieldwork. ID the Hlmalayan Village of Bargaon that village society and 
culture had been undergoing rapid change. As [ researched the historical 
rOOIS of this soc iocultural change, I found that the more I investigated the 
past the more I understood the present" (1980: I). 

":he diss.enation .is divided into two sections. The first section presents a 
diachroniC ana lySIS of Kumaoni society "with speciaJ attention focused on the 
patterns ~nd directions of change in Kumaoni social stratification" (l98O:1), the 
second g l~es a sYfl.chronic analysis of the viUage of Bargaon9. In the fi rst pan 
Fanger relies heaVily on the work of R.D. Sanwal, which he indicates only in a 
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footnote (1980:67). In lhe second pan , he follows the lines of Berreman's study. 
We will restrict our comments to the latter pan. 

Fanger claims to present the first vi llage study on an "importam 
ethnographic zone", "a region of Ihe Himalayan foothills known as Kumaon" 
(1980:4). He aims 10 investigale the village as "a meaningful slructure in itself' 
and as "a structural unit of a broader social system" (1980:15). Fanger tries 10 
analyze the organizational structure of village society unde r the aspecl of 
dynamics and change: he concentrates on caste structure, caste inleraction (food 
exchange, economic exchange)IO and the process of "Sanskritization". When 
dealing with the village economy, Fanger lakes into account labour processes, 
property relations and the development of cash economy and employment 
migration. The structure and change of family and family relations are 
correlated with the changing economic conditions. In contrast 10 other analyses 
that predict a connection between employment migration and the decline of the 
joint family, Fanger postu lates that employment migration "seems to be 
comributing to its strength" (1980:446). 

We have memioned that Berreman, Sanwal • and we can add Fanger as well _ 
with their regional studies implicitly contributed, or explicitly wanted to 
comribute, to a more genera l theoretical debate on kin , caste and social 
stratification. In his foreword to Sanwal's book M.N. Srilli vas pointed out that 
"the time is indeed ripe" 10 concentrate first on the empirical reality instead of 
"proceeding from some imu itively-grasped principle" (Sanwal 1976:vi). This 
argument, even by being an empiristic one, contains an element of lruth. 

Recently , John LeaviU (1992) took on the task of criticizing holistic 
approaches in the sociology of India (Dumont, Marriott), referring to Kumaoni 
data on ritual, pantheon. and regional history. "all areas that call for more 
complex analyses than holism offers" (1992:5) 11 . L..eaviu criticizes that the 
premise "India is one", labelled as "cultural holism~, leads to the interpret3lion 
of local data on ly as exemplifications of holistic patterns, "radically 
underestimating the reality and imponance of regional and historical specificity 
in South Asia" (1992:4). 

For Leaviu, holistic models are particularly powerful in locating ways in 
which widely shared South Asian conceptions differ from Weste rn ones 
(1992: I I). But they are not suited for analyses thal Iry 10 interpret traditions and 
customs in their own rights and along region-specific meanings. they may even 
lead to an ignorance of tradi tions that do nOt fi t into lile general pattern.12 
Leaviu suggests "to seek Sl.ruclu re on the level of local materials, structure that is 
not necessarily a renex of that fou nd somewhere (everywhere) else ( ... )" 
(1992:40). Neither can the Kumaoni materials be reduced to the label "residual", 
nor to that of a varialion of the "great tradi tion". The two examples ~t should 
suppon Leavilt's argument are "the pauerning of time" and the "patteming of 
divinity" (1992:21-28). 

Still within lile tradition of village studies and written in lile monographic 
style are the works of Monika Krengel (1989) and Joanne Moller (1993), 
both on Almora Di strict. Kumaon.l 3 In contrast to their "predecessors" the 
authors claim to place emphasis on underslanding the social life of village people 
by means of emic categories. Additionaly. both are taking strongly imo 
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considenuion the perspective of women, focussing on research on women's daily 
rouline and interactions. 

Krengel's research is located in the traditions of British social 
anthropology (Meyer-Fones. Nadel) and French structuralism (Dumant. 
Uv i-Slrauss). As indicated by its title, the book is intended as a presentation of 
the social structure of a Kumaoni village, centered around the institutions of 
household and family, caste, kinship, and marriage. Individuals (especially 
women) are seen in their different roles and changing identities in the course of 
life. attention being paid also 10 the description of rites de passage. The exchange 
of gifts. women and services are for Krengel of utmOSt imponance for an 
understanding of Kumaoni social life. Exchange is seen as a symbolic message 
and language substitute, governing practically and ideologically the production 
and reproduction of life and social system. In the first pages of her book Moller 
states that 

"Kumaoni villagers conceptually organise their social world on segmentary 
principles, locally expressed by the opposition between the inside (bhiter ) 
and the outside (bhyAr). The conceptual opposition of 'inside' and 'outside' 
is replicated at various levels of society. The segmenlary logic means that 
the inside/outside dichotomy is nexible ... Who 'outsiders' are (and hence 
who 'insiders' are) varies from context to context and depends on the level 
of identification" (1993:11). 

With the inside/outside-dichotomy Moller claims to have idenlified "the~ 
meaningful local concept governing social praxis and cultural interpretation. The 
study as a whole aims to examine this conceptual opposition with regard to 
inter-househo ld and intra-household, affinal and intercaste relations, and 
relations with the people of the plains. It differentiates between men's and 
women's perceptions and between the perceptions of outmarried women (village 
daughters/sisters) and inmanied women (village wives). Differentiating between 
"inside" and "outside", the work of Moller deals with a set of ideological 
oppositions, which for her seem to be constitutive of social interaction, like 
moral superiority - inferiority, order - disorder, trust - mistrust etc. Arranging 
the material within the above ·mentioned conceptual framework, MolIer gives a 
precise accoum of high caste village life. 1<4 Her results widely overlap with those 
presented by Krengel. 

The works of Serreman, Sanwal, Fanger, Krengel and MolIer have something 
in common: they all deal with village life. village structure and village 
dynamics under a historical and/or contemporary perspective. Moving now from 
totality to particularity, different aspects of hill culture come imo focus. 

Several publications take on the task of presenting and discussing the jiIgar -
a specific way of communication with gods and spi rits through medium 
possession, especially prevalent in Kumaon. In his article on jlgar ceremonies 
Alien C. Fanger (1990) differentiates between existing fonns of jlgar (house 
or inside/v illage or outside jlgar, jagar held in times of crisis or as a 
thanksgiving ceremonyt,); he further describes the functions and roles or the 
essential participants and gives a deSCription of one jagar perfonnance, also 
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ciling the recitations (but only in a translated version). A more analytical way of 
dealing with jlgar can be found in the article by Beatrix pneiderer and 
Lolhar Lulze (1979). After firsl describing thejlgar as a perfonnance the 
authors give "the anthropologist's interpretation" (starting from an 
etbno-psychoanalylical approach), which centraUy reflects on the therapeulical 
and re-integrative val ue of the jagar.16 Short presentations of jagar ceremonies 
are also part of the monographies of M. Krengel and J. Moller, an even earlier 
interpretation has been given by M. Gaborieau (1975). 

Whereas, regionally, the research on j!gar ceremonies is largely limited to 
Kumaon 17, there is another field of anthropological study that deals with an 
aspect of cultural lire and covers Kumaon as well as neighbouring Garhwal: the 
study of marriage syslems and marriage prestations. 

In 1987 an anthology was edited by M. K. Raha on Polyandry in India 
containing several ankles on polyandry in the Himalayas (including Himachal 
Pradesh, the Tibetan border region, etc.). In his contribution (first published as 
early as 1962), G.D. Berreman tries to compare the polyandrous region or 
Jaunsar Sawar with Lhe non-polyandrous neighbouring region of Garhwal18. 
Peoples of both regions Live under "virtually identical physical conditions and 
their populations and cultures are very similar" (1987a:157). After examining 
the fonns of "monandry" and "polyandry" (including a discussion of currem 
explanations of polyandry), he comes to the conclusion that "a most important 
feature" has been overlooked by previous commentators: Within the joint family 
system, prevalent in this area, sexual and interpersonal connotations of the two 
systems are very similar. Polyandry and monandry are, according to Bj:rreman, 
re latively minor variations on a central theme, namely: "that a wife brings 
common benefits to a group of brothers who have acquired her by common 
payment and who share other rights and property in common" (1987a:169). In 
one case the reproductive capacity of the wife is shared, in the other it is nOI. 

In a subsequent effort (1975, also reprinted in Raha's anthology), Serreman 
demands to take into account the "domestic cycle" (or "developmental cycle") 

. when ta lking about Pahari polyandry. He shows that in so-called polyandrous 
systems the "domestic unit" may change in the course of time and according to 
circumstances and choice (l987b:195). So families occur which successively 
"take the fonn commonly described as monogamy, fraternal polyandry, 
polygyny, and frate rnal polygynandry or group marriage, with the number of 
wives and husbands varying" (1987b:195). To illustrate his theses Bcrreman 
constructs an ideaJtypical family passing different fonns in lhe course of lime, 
starting by a fraternal polyandrous family, passing the olher states and ending up 
as a typical monogamous household. 

In research on polyandry, the status of women in polyandrous societies is 
being taken up as a new topic, for example by G.S. Bhall and S.D, Jain 
(1987). The authors examine the status of the women in Jaunsar Bawar 
according to their different roles as village daughter (dhyantf, living in the 
father's house) and wire (ryantf, living in the husband's house). G.S. Shalt has 
a lso presented a more systematic field-based study of women's status in the 
polyandrous regions of Rawain and Jaunpur (1991). He concentrates on this 
region because in comparison to Jaunsar Bawar marriage habits there are 
"hitherto unexplored" (1991:1). Several shon periods of fieldwork (one to three 
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weeks) were done in five villages with different social and physical settings 
(difference according to caste slIUcture, population size. altitude, economic 
prosperity, distance 10 roads, elc.). 

The study of marriage preltations seems to be of special interest in GaIhwa] 
and Kumaon because of the ongoing transfonnation process from bridewealth 
(brideprice) 10 dowry among Rajput clans. Alien C. Fanger analyzes this 
process in a Kumaoni village. He argues that ~divcrted bride wealth" (e.g., 
jewel lery given from the groom's side to the bride; cash, which is used by the 
parents of me bride for the bride's jewellery, dowry and for the wedding feast) 
characterizes the transitional phase. In his opinion, the lransfonnalion from 
bridewealth 10 dowry in the Pahari region can be explained by "Sanskritizatioo", 
migration and the declining economic importance of women t9, and by the 
growing prosperity which allows people to afford ceremonies and customs 
"befining a RajpuI's position in society" (1992:54). 

The last two authors we want to discuss· William Sax. and Jean~Claude 
Galey • are concentrating on fields which are mOSI crucial for the underslaIlding 
of Indian cuhure and socie ty : religion and politics. Both authors try to locale 
their approaches in current theoretical debales. 

The publications of Wllliam Sax. are dealing with ritual pruis (1990, 
1991 a+b, 1994), trying to decipher the implicit meanings of different ritual 
praclices for Ihe cultural and social life in which they are embedded. For Sax, 
amhropology is an interpretative science "in search of local logics, panicular 
processes, and fluid systems of meaning"; the "others" are seen by him as human 
beings with "creative capacity to construct alternative universes of meaning" 
(199la:5). And, as meaning is related to context, the worJdviews of people have 
10 be Laken under closer scrutiny, not as static culwral determinants but as a 
dynamic sel of ideas and practices. 

"The concept of world view needs 10 be expanded so as to incorporate 
action and practice ( ... ) A world view is only realized in its pragmatic 
public applications, wherein il is transformed, being shaped by the hislory 
and practices of the people that hold it, even as it, in turn, shapes that 
history and those practices· (199la:II). 

Without referring to the DOlion. a concept of "agency" is implicit in Sax' 
writings . Accordingly, his major work Mountain GoddeSJ (l99la)20 "is an 
attempt to symllezise some imponant local categories of place and person, and 10 
examine the ways in which these categories shape and are in turn shaped by 
social practice." (199Ia:9) For hi s analyses he draws upon malerial collected 
during his fieldwork in Chamoli District of Garhwal (1984·86. 1987; participant 
observation of Nauda Dev i pilgrimages), the emphasis being laid upon orally 
transmiued genres like legends , stories and· most prominently. songs. Giving a 
key to shared sentiments in a cultural context the songs a lso reveal differences in 
perspective and interpretation breaking down the presumed totality of Ihis 
context. Sax tries to show the interrelation between places and people in the 
social as well as in the political context. he also tries to show how traditions are 
the object of reinterpretation through the agents. 
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Mountain GotkkSJ (l99la, also Sax 1990)21 is dealing with the pilgrimages 
of Nanda Devi, a goddess widely worshipped in the eastern pan of Garhwal and 
parts of Kumaon: Ihe ChOIT Jat. which meanders for three weeks in the 
mounLainous Badban region of Chamoli Districl; and the Rlj JiJ. a three weeks 
164 km barefoot journey in Chamoli Dislrict from Nauli. near Chandpur Fon, 
10 Roopkund. During the yllras Nanda Devi is seated in a palanquin moving 
from her parent's home in Ihe "lowlands" to her husband's place on the 
mounLains (Mount Kailash). 

Sax points out that Nanda Devi's story parallels the life stories of Pahari 
women who, living in a virilocal society, are expected to shift from their nalive 
place (mait) to their husbands' place (sasJUtI/) after marriage. Together with the 
shifting of place· i.e. the shifling to a new social context with a new sel of 
relations, rights and obligations· the bride is expected 10 undergo a personal 
transfonnation. The pilgrimage of Nanda Oevi is seen by Sax as a ritual 
dramatization of a social practice • the geographical change of place and the 
psychological drama of changing one's context of identification " leading 10 an 
immense individual (and collective) tension which has 10 be overcome. 

The songs of Nanda Oevi which "capture the emotions and ambivalence 
associated with marriage" (l99la :7 1) also mirror differem views on the mutua l 
influence of persons and places: the perspectives of women and of men. Men 22 
say that the bride is tota lly lransfonned by moving 10 a new place. her 'relations 
to the people and gods of her mait are lenninated by marriage and a new set of 
relations lakes their place (1990:495). 8 y contrast. women argue that the o ld 
relalions never cease and Ihe bond 10 their natal home wiIJ remain strong 
lhroughoul their lives. Sax points out that the ethnography of Garbwal is a proof 
that "marriage does nOI replace one sel of relations with another bul rather adds 
a new sel of relations 10 a pre-cxisling one. (oo.) a woman never ceases ( ... ) to be 
the dhiyani of her moil." ( 1991a:126) 

Sax shows that relations between persons and places are effective on the 
political level too. The historical relation of the goddess Nanda Devi 
(R5jarajeSvarf) to Ihe ruling Panwar dynasty of Garhwal served to legitimate 
their claim for sovereignty and royal power. The royal pilgrimage ·traditionally 
reified and strengthened the unity of king. land. and people in Uttarakhand by 
physically circumambulating them" (l99la:I98). But the kingdom of which the 
royal pilgrimage is a collective representation, has vanished, and the lack of 
unifying power reveals its consequences. to the RljJlt of 1987 a far~reaching 
dispute between IWO ractions of priesls arose. Related with different places 
(Chandpur Fort/"Lowland"/mait vs. Homkund/"Highland"/sasurll), they 
traditionally worship the goddess successively, each group in its own place. In 
the royal pilgrimage of 1987, each group of Brahmins claimed exclusive 
religious authority. and the conflict esca lated 10 the refusal of piija by the 
"Highlanders". Territorial and religiou s fragmentation and connicl have been 
experienced by we pilgrims. the different factions and by the anthropologisl as a 
severe challenge of lhe royal pilgrimage of 1987, which affected tradition and 
traditional customs deeply (and which, for Sax, proves the fragility of Victor 
Turner's communilas model). 

The dynamics of ritual praxis and changing traditions in contemporary 
pilgrimages, especially the R Jj lil of 1987, are shown by Sax 10 be effective on 
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other levels. the most important of which are: (l) The abandoning of animal 
sacrifice and the ongoing dispute on the necessity of blood sacrifice for the 
self-containment and the security of society; (2) The participation of females, 
Harijans, and one stranger in the last part of the yiitra. which was Connerly 
forbidden 10 them; (3) the participation of the media in the pilgrimage and their 
influence on discourses and ritual practices. 

Though Sax presents a most stimulating work, he does nOI fully utilise the 
potential the perspeclivislic concept would have offered. In his approach to 
Nanda Devi pilgrimages. Salt relies strongly on oral tradition and interpretations 
of Brahmins. being personally acquainted with Brahmin groups. He does nOI take 
into consideration systematically the views of the Rajput and Harijan groups, 
whose interpretations and cultural expressions may differ in certain respects. 

In another field of research, the Pa1J~avama as a fonn of ritual theatre, Sax 
concentrates on perfonnances in Rajput villages (1991 b). Piir)Qavalilii in its many 
fonns is a dramatic translation of local versions of the Mahabharara perfonned 
by villagers. The Mahiibhiirata is strongly linked with the Rajputs and the mise 
en scene of the epos has to be interpreted as a stabilization of Rajput identity. As 
a collective effort, it further serves to promote the unification of the village; as a 
form of worship (piijA), it generates prosperity and general well-being. Sax 
classifies paJ.l~avalilif. in the course of which possession constitutes a central 
dramatic and ritual elemenr. as a fonn of folk theatre, locating the difference to 
classical theatre in the overcoming of the "distinction between actors and the 
characters they play" (1991 b:293).23 

The publications of Jean·Claude Galey (1990. 1984. 1980) are mainly 
concerned with the relation between ritual and politics in lndia on a theoretical 
as well as an empirical level. The writings clearly reveal that Oaley is to be 
located in the anthropological tradition of Louis Dumont, working explicitly in 
Dumont's discursive framework. But. in his historic-anthropologi ca l 
reconstruction of the former kingdom of Tehri Oarhwal. he follows a more 
empirical approach. In Reconsidering Kingship in India Galey starts from one of 
the most problematic aspects of Dumont's theory on India. Dumont, on the one 
hand, conceptualizes king and kingship basically as a secular function, which 
stands in a relation "of mutual but asymmetrical interdependence" with the 
priestly function of the Brahmin (1990:145). But, on the other hand, he attests 
that the king has kept a "magico-religious character" (1990:146). With regard to 
Dumont, Galey complains that "we are left with separate levels with no clue to 
understanding how they are related and combine to order a common set of 
meaning." (1990:146). Thus, the main question for him is: 

"whether kingship in India was primarily political with ritual or ideological 
justifications, or a ritual imperative with political consequency [sic)" 
(1990:181). 

Galey tries to exemplify that kingship as found in Tehri Garhwal has to be 
conceptualized as a "ritual organisation which, along with priesthood and the 
gods, orders the world in a continuous series of transfonnations" (1990:184, 
emphasis added). Structure and history of the fonner Tehri State bear evidence 
that kingship as ritual organization is characterized by the concurrence of 
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religious and territorially based political networks, which origi nate in local 
kinship re lations, clan dynamics and related power structures. Dominant clans, 
unified through kinship and ritual ties (clan dewli), exercise power over their 
local clientele, but "a long a strict secular thread." They can extend their 
"mastery" by incorporating the clan devta into the local pantheon or by replacing 
Ihe ruling deity of a locality (1990: 162). 

"What matters most here is the ritual status now given to a head of the 
House. Ceremonial prerogatives over locality transform political mastery 
into religious pOlency. Power therefore becomes authority through ritual. 
We should then distinguish them and separate the power of chiefdoms from 
the authority of lordships" (1990:162). 

Oaley proceeds in claiming a royal (unction for the lords. The investiture of 
the king requires a special set of rituals which "demonstrate the exeptional 
character of the office and separate its representative from the rest of society" 
(1990:167). Royalty in Tehri was ritually defined as a unique combination of 
three complementary elements: 

(I) The ceremony at the moment of investiture, when the king comes to sit 
on the throne (ga~{ii): It takes the fonn of a ritual marriage and is seen as a 
repetition of the original union between his ancestor and the local princess24 
as well as a union with the feminine counterpart as a source of ritual energy 
(pifhn)· 

(2) The ritual association with the Devi who is the family deity (as 
RiijariijeSvarf) and the territorial goddess (as Bhagllali). The cult of the Devi 
serves "to keep the manifold levels of royal authority alive. to restore its 
penneating energies within a kingdom ritually defined as an active field 
(k~etra) and animated by female energies (Sakti): an arena of potency 
submitted to growth and decay." (1990:168) 

(3) The relationship between the king and the avalir"lS, which related to the 
principle of renunciation. The kingdom is established as "a realm of order 
and the access to deliverance" (artha) (1990:170). 

Without saying so, Galey has revised Dumont in three aspects: by putting into the 
foreground the ritual dimension of kingship; by integrating territoriality as a 
basic category in his model; and by conceptualizing kingship as a key concept for 
the understanding of social organization. The last aspect is of crucial interest. By 
connecting the royal function and royalty with the basic elements of sociality • 
kinship, marriage, patronage -, Galey locates the idea of kingship in Ihe heart of 
society. Kingship is the constitutive principle. the seed from which society in its 
social, political and ritual aspects unfolds. 

in an earlier work, Le creancier.le roi, la mort (1980), Oaley presents debt 
(" la delle") as a key concept for the understanding of the social and political 
organisalion which is mainly characterized by relations of dependence: 
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"la delle, ct plus largemcm la relation de d6bileuT a creancier, est un 
paradigme central pour qui voudrait saisir le fondement des relations de 
dependance" (1980:145). 

He develops this concept in the course of his study on bonded labou r in western 
GarhwaJ, in which he first gives a statistical account of indebtedness in the area 
under research. He then analyzes debt as structural basis of economic inequality 
and dependency, explaining the different fonns of service. But indebtedness is 
nOL seen as an isolated phenomenon, rather it gets support from the caste-based 
structure of socicly. "Mise au plan de valeurs, la hierarchic sociale reSpond a une 
hierarchic des denes" (1980: 162). 

Oaley constructs a far-reaching analogy: "Dette" as a paradigm serves to 
explain economic inequality as well as political subordination and religious 
dependency. It is reflected in the relations between castes (systeme des vaincus, 
1980:114), in the different fonns of prostitution (prostitution pour delle, 
prostitution de temple) and adoption, in the relations between the sovereign and 
his subjects, between men and gods, between the raja and the gods. 

Galey's analysis of sociality with the help of a central paradigm is based on 
categories related to the field of economics. Ten years later his endeavour for an 
all-embracing interpretation persists, but the language has shifted. Galey's 
categorical edifice now derives from the field of politics and is closer to the 
categorical framework of Dumont. 

The picture of Galey's work would not be complete without mentioning one 
of the most important consequences inherent in his approach of conceptualizing 
kingship. The conceptual dissociation of king and royal function leads to the 
conclusion that despite the disappearance of the king from the political scene, 
kingship is still present on many levels of society. Kingship as an "operating 
agency" (1990:130) has remained almost unaffected: 

"Present in the minds of those who have wib1essed ils last decades of rule, 
alive in all the oral traditions, it continues to have a direct influence on the 
daily lives of the local population and still governs many of the customary 
institutions ruling over land control , patronage networks, life rituals and 
calendar ceremonies" (1990:129). 

GaJey (1990) finds empirical evidence for his hypotheses in the working of clan 
mechanisms and the ritual calendar (ceremonial cycles around the year). In an 
earlie r article "Souverainete et justice dans le Haut-Gange" (l984), which deals 
with forms of jurisdiction and its representatives in Tehri Garhwal Gustice du 
palais, justice au niveau local), he analyzes in depth the juridical functions of the 
wa;ir and the sayana acting on the local level and which seem to prove the 
continuous existence of the royal function after termination of the rule of the 
Tehri rfija. In contrast 10 say ana-ship, which represents a secular form of 
jurisdiction, wa?ir-ship is connected with a temple and the authority of the wa1fr 
derives from the gods: "la justice du waz ir est d'abord celle de la sanction 
divine" (1984:374). Galey auributes to the w01fr (who mostly has a political and 
territorial power base as sayana or {haMar) a royal function because of his ritual 
position: 
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"En somme, la fonction royale assumee par le Wazfr dispose ici d'un 
pouvoi~ re~igieux, qui lui permet d'effacer le crime ... iI faut aussi souligner 
que la Justice du Wazfr se reclame du dharma ( ... ) (1984:385). 

Ga~ey'~ work c~)fltributes to t~e ex~anding field of historical anthropology, 
which ID the Indian context has us malO focus upon "little kingdoms" and centers 
on the confrontation of perspectives deriving from Louis Dumont and Arthur 
Hocart, respectively, re-evaJuating the interrelations between kings, religion and 
caste "system". In Galey's case, structuraJ analysis prevails against historical 
ana.lysis. of pr?Cesses ~d ~te~ctions. He tends to adopt the ethnographic present 
while dISCUSSI~g speCific msurutions and uses a generalistic mode, abstracting 
from the pamcularit~es of context. Wa1fr-ship (l ike sayana-ship), e.g ., is 
presente~ as a t~loglcal model (Galey 1984) without indicating how this relates 
to the different circumstances Galey must have encountered in the different 
localities he seems to have visited.26 It is striking that the author for the most 
pan di~~nses with the presentation of ethnographic details, places and contexts. 
In addition, nowhere are the dates of his fieldwork given with any precision (at 
least not in the publications consulted). 

••• 
Instead of a resumee, we simply raise a question: What has been achieved in 
anthropological studies on Garhwal and Kumaon, and what is yet to be done? 
Our answer deals with four main aspects. 

(I) Th? publications conce~trating on Garhwal and Kumaon deal largely with 
the tOPICS, most prevalent ID the anthropology of India: caste, kinship and 
marriage, religion (ritual) and politics. Research from an anthropological point 
of view, which would deal systematically with the most challenging regional 
proble~~ - processes of modernization and integration into larger society, denial 
of political autonomy, environmental degradation, and local strategies of 
(re)action - is lacking. 

(2) Besides having region-specific value, some works are contributing to 
current theoretical debates as well (not necessarily restricted to the Indian 
context). Further theoretical efforts would help to bring the region more into the 
forefront, to gain attention and relevance in wider circles. 

(3) The literature reveals a tendency, a "trend", to take into serious account the 
perspectives, interpretive schemes and life-worlds of women. But still preference 
is given to the high caste perspective in most of the works, largely ignoring those 
of the low-ranking groups. 

(4) Researchers working in the Pahari region hail from different countries, use 
different languages, and relate to different theoretical backgrounds _ there 
seems little willingness 10 get involved in a common discourse, even when there 
exist points of contact, as between Sax and GaJey.27 Exchange, cooperation and 
discourse among scholars within the region and.beyond must be developed. 
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No tes: 
I This review aniclc does not claim 10 be all-embracing. It does not present every anthropological 
piece which has been wrincn on the n:gion. Wc selected (available1) worn which in out opinion 
are of crucial impon.ance and also can illusb'l.lC in some way the region's ~hislOry of rescatCh~. 
TIle discussion of ecological issues of the Himalaya regions of Garbwal and Kumaon, which is 
concentrated in related disciplines. though including IflIhropological questions, has been 
presented in Linkcnbach (1992). 

1 Berreman's book was frrs! published in 1962. 11 is based on fieldwork carried OUl 1957·58 in 
Gamwal, in a village ocat Dehn Dun, and on his dissenatioo, submined at Comell Universily in 
1959. 

) Parallel 10 hi. mooogTllph BCfTeman wrote a piece in which he renectS on his personal 
experience in the field (1962). BUI accon:ling ID \he conventions 0( the time, 8en"eman isol.1ed his 
reneaiora on fieJdv.uk from his publication; they were included as I Prologue ooly in the edition 
of 1972. 

4 The thesis ChtJngu;n Caste in Rural Kumaon was submitted in 1966 to the London School of 
Economics. The book Social Stratification in Rural Kwnaon was published in 1976 
(posthumous). 

S Besides the works or R.D. SanwaJ and G .D. Berreman, the ramous Gazetteer of E. T . Atkinson 
( 1882, 1884, 1886) sel"YCS as a base for all research o n Kumaon and Garhwal. Especially ror 
Kumaon, the publication of O.W. Traill rrom 1928 (reprinted in 1992) needs 10 be mentioned. 

~ To u ace the origins of Doms in history seems to be a high ly speculative task. as re liable 
historical sourees are not aviilablt. All toO easily the Aryan - non Aryan (Oravidian) - dichotomy 
gelS rt:produced. 

, But rrom the Chauthanis a lso came the holder of the important runction of dharmldhlklrr, the 
final authority in dhannic matters. KI! was this offlCiaJ who interpreted caste law, and declatcd and 
legilirni:l;ed the upward movement or a group in the caSte hienm;hy ( ... ) The dharmlfdhlkJrrs 
position had to be respected even by the rulers of Kumaon." (Sanwa l 1976:vi ij) For the 
dharmtihik"lin Garhwal under the Tehri Oamwal r lja and aflCf sce Galey 1984. 

'TIle empirical data for the thesis were coUected by AUen Fanger in the CCMlT1e of his flC ldwoik in 
1966-67. TIle di sscrutlon was SUbmitted 10 Syracuse Universily in 1980; it is unpublished. Later 
publications of Fanger ( 198.7, 1991), 1991, 1992) are based on Ibis fi eldwoik as well as on data 
coI lcclCd during two Iller visits ( 1981·82.1986187). 

' BalllOn Is the pseudonym for Pakhura. silualed not far from A1mora. In later publications (e., . 
1992. s. footnote 10) Fanaet uses the real name of the villaae. betause villagers themselves had 
el'lCOllrlgcd him 10 do so. 

10 An overview of caste structure and ecollOlllic cxchanae in PakhUI1l and the nearby region Is 
~nlCd by Alien Fanger (1992). 

11 John Leavill ( 198!i) has written a doclOnJ lhesis on Kumaon. It is unpublished and not acc.cssible 
w,. 

11 Lcavill points OUI the limits of holism: 
"( ... ) a lendeney 10 priviLcge the widespread over the local; 10 privilege the class ical over the 
vernacular. to privilege tbose aspeCIS o f lire that fit classical models over those thal do 001; and • 
tcndcllCY 10 replace speclnc analysis with exemplifications of • preordained schcme" (1992: 12). 
Seeing Leavlll's sttong c riticism of holislic approaches. il is quite amazing 1Nl he plc-.ds for the use 
of hollslie catet0ries when comparing for uample India and the West. First. if regional trad llions do 
notlil IntO the aeneral ~ttcrn" • is It justi fied to recognize this p.allem as ~gcneral "? 1f Brahmanical 
"sanskrit!c Hinduism", which describes the single cullul1li pattern undertylng the holistic model. has 
Itself to be seen as I result of hislorical change (1992:29) - is it justified 10 take this hcgcmonial and 
limited pattern liS generally valid. transcendina time and space? Sccond; Cuhul1li holism docli 
necessarily reduce Ihc: mul tldlmensionalily of eultul1li iruclJRlalions by rOflSlrllcl/II, • sinale one. 
Why then GppolC and compare "constructs"? 

IS 

1) Monika Krengel conducted lic1dwor1r. in I village near Almora for 19 months in 198) and 
1914/85. 1lIe publication "SOziaistrulauren !In Kumaon" is Ident ical with he r doclora l thesis 
sUbmillcd 10 the UnIversity of tl cidelbcrg in 1988. J~nne Moller earried ou t flCldwor1r. betwCCn 
1989 and 199 1 In a village near Ranikhc:t. Almora District. Her dissertation w;as submiucd 10 tbt 
London School of Economiu and PoUtieal Science in 1993; the thesis Is unpublished. 

14 By thc way. Moller mentions Lhlll tier thesis ~II primarily an JIXOunl o f high caste KwnlOlll 
village(s ideas" (1993: 12). But most of the time Ihe is writing in a geneBlizing manner. 

11 Pneiderer and Luue (1979) di ffe rentilte betwccn "J.,ar of unhappiness" (dtd:h Uj.,ar) and 
"jl&'ar ofhappincss" (s...th U j',ar): the laller is petfonncd when the fonner Iw proved successIul. 

16TIle article of John Leavill. ~Oracullr TIlerapy in the Kwnaon HIUs: A Question of Rationality" . 
was not available and could not be incJudcd in this review. 

17 In GarI!wal the village "gar uistS. btu sySlCl!lltic research tw OOt been undcnaken. I .C. Galey 
mcntiOllS the j.gar in Tchri riylsal (s. Galey 1984). 

11 Bcm:man mentions in a footnOte that also for Rawain and Jaunpur, immediately adjacenl 10 
Jaunsar aawar (Rawai n today be longing 10 District Ullar1r.ashi. Jaunpur 10 District Dchra Dun). 
polyandrous marriages hive been repotted. Sce also Bhall (1991). 

19This argumcnt does not seem correct. especially for areas with high male miaration. whe~ the role 
of women in the household increases. 

lOThc boot was also included in the review article by Bel'll (1993). 

21 Again an aniele on Nand. Dcvl /;Ongs and the inherent perspcctivism has been published most 
recently in Sax 1994. 

1:1 Salt points out thlll the men's dlsc.ourscs are nol unifoffil In that one has 10 diffe~ntiate between 
men as husbands and men as brothen (the 1aller lintcd wilh the bride's natal place). 

%I For anlndo1ogical contribution 10 Pl!)4avalill see ZoUcr (1994), 

14 It is said Lhal Kanak Pal, the legendll')' founder of the Panwar dynasty of Gamwal. who came on 
pilgrim!!:" !Q B!!(!nflill} from I~ Ph3r !'tglon of wC$t central India , married the daughter of the king 
of Cbandpur (JIXOrding 10 Rawll 1989). 

25 NarasiJpIuJ.Badrill.'h. the incarnation of V/fplI , Is thc divini ty of the kingdom (rilITa devtj) and 
the king's personal diyinily (Ill (fev/J). In the palace the king is trellcd as the divinity (Bola"da 
{speaking] Badri/IJrh). in the temple he is the maln wtmhipper of the god (pradhu snak). 

16 Three temple-localities. Hanoi, Lakhamanclal and Pwola, are mentioned in a footnote in Galey 
1984. Of these only Harol is described In more detail in Galey 1986 and 19&0. In his article of 
1986 Galey prcsents Ihree temple-local ities. lIanol, Joshlmath and Badrinath. In these places the 
hierarchical lOIality. the mutuallnlCnicpenderu of pure - impure found in social (ca.stC) relatiOllS is 
panJleled in the relatiOn bctwocn men and god5 and between the aods themselves. 

27 A first attempt to bring loge tilcr research from different disciplines on different Himalayan 
regions has been made by Fanger, Joshl and Brown In edilina HlmaJoya: Pasl (lJId Prt!Jelll. But as 
far;as wc blow. this e ffon did not lead 10 I continuous exchange betwocn researchers . 
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TOPICAL REPORT 

Nepalese Political Parties: 
Developments since the 1991 Elections 

John Wbelpton 

Based on a 'computer file updated regularly since 1990, this survey does not 
claim to be analytical but simply records some of the main developments in 
intra· and inter·party politics up to the recent (November 1994) general 
election. ! Infonnation has been drawn principally from the Nepal Press Digest, 
also from "Saptahik Bimarsha", Spotlight and other publications and from 
interviews conducted in Kathmandu. Only brief mention has been made of the 
pre·1991 history of each party, including its role in the Movement for the 
Restoration of Democracy, and fuller details will be found in Whclplon 1993 and 
in POLSAN 1992: 9-53; the latte r also provides details of party organisation and 
altitudes of activists and parlamentarians. Popular perceptions of the parties and 
their support among different sections of the population are discussed using 
opinion survey data in Borre et al. 1994 and in lIDS 1993. while the issue of 
malpractice in the 1992 local elections is examined in DREFDEN 1992. Useful 
analysis of trends since the 1991 general election will be provided by the forth· 
coming CNAS publication of the proceedings of a lune 1994 seminar on "State. 
Leadership and Politics in Nepal". 

A. PARTIES REPRESENTED IN PARLIAMENT NOW AND/OR IN 1991 -94 

The underlined parties have held seats in the House of Representatives 
(Pratinidhi Sabha) under their own name. Percentages are of the 7,291,084 total 
votes cast in 1991 and 7.625.348 in the 1994 e lection;2 in 1991 the turnout was 
65.15% and the number of valid votes 6.969,061. and the 1994 figures were 
62% and 7,384,277. Parties receiving less than 3% of the popular vote are nOl 
officially recognised as national parties and are not automatically entitled to 
exclus ive use of the election symbol they were originally allotted. Where a 
party's number of seats changed between the two general elections, the new 
figure has been shown in brackets after the original one. Twelve minor groups 
contested the 1991 e lection without winning any seat, securing only 1.18% of 
valid votes between them. and 19 similar groups obtained 4.03% in 1994. 
Independent candidates attracted 4.17% of the vote in 1991, and three were 
elected, all of whom subsequently joined Congress. In 1994 the independents' 
share was 6.18% and seven of them gained seats. 

NEPAL! CONGRESS PARTY 
(1991 : 110 (114)3 seats - 37.75%; 1994: 83 seats· 33.38%) 
Founded in India as the Nepali Nalional Congress in 1947. Congress is the 
oldest party and, although now out of power, still the one with the largest share 
of the popular vote. It reta ins some prestige from its central role in the 
ovenhrow of the Rana regime. its victory in the 1959 election and its struggle 


